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BP Surf Rescue Awards
Last summer’s record season was celebrated 
at Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s annual 
awards - the BP Surf Rescue Awards and the 
DHL ‘In It For Life’ Awards in September. 

The awards were an opportunity to celebrate 
twelve months of achievement in Surf Life 
Saving throughout New Zealand.  It was 
also an opportunity for Surf Life Saving to 
acknowledge the media for the role they play 
in preventing drowning and injury at New 
Zealand beaches with the awards of Best Surf 
Life Saving Story in Print and Best Surf Life 
Saving Photo in Print.

The BP Surf Rescue Awards were held on the Friday to recognise 

the BP Surf Rescue of the Year and the New Zealand Lottery Grants 

Lifeguard of the Year, as well as the Best Surf Life Saving Photo and 

Story in print.

On Saturday, the DHL ‘In It For Life’ Awards were held to recognise 

outstanding service over a period of time. A number of people were 

recognised for their services and achievements during the 2005/2006 

season culminating in the awarding of three life memberships to 

Dennis (Rocky) Hall from Midway, Russell Hodder from Paekakariki 

and Bob Rogers from United North Piha.

The New Zealand Ladies Team, which toured the United Kingdom in 

1982, were special guests at the ‘In It For Life’ Awards. While some of 

the team members hadn’t seen each other for over 20 years they had 

plenty of memories to share and were each given a commemorative 

blazer pocket to mark the occasion.

BP Surf Rescue Awards
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Most significant Print Media Contribution

Most significant Print Media Contribution to Surf Life Saving was 

awarded to the Bay of Plenty Times which had both significant 

and consistent coverage of lifesaving and surf sports over 

the last year. The features and articles leading up to Surf Life 

Saving New Zealand’s premier event - The Lion Foundation 

Surf League - were always enlightening and interesting and the 

numerous profiles of local and national athletes were insightful 

and informative.

Best Surf Life Saving Photo

Best Surf Life Saving Photo in Print was awarded to Mark 

Taylor from the Waikato Times for the second consecutive year. 

The award was for his fantastic shot of the mixed tube rescue 

race at the Lion Foundation Surf League. The judges thought 

Mark’s shot “showed the human endeavour, skill and core 

values behind being ‘in it for life’ and epitomised the skill of a 

Lifeguard.”

Best Surf Life Saving Story in Print

Best Surf Life Saving Story in Print was a joint award with Jamie 

Troughton from the Bay of Plenty Times and Lynda Hallinan from 

the New Zealand Herald taking the honours.

Jamie submitted a powerful portfolio of work which the judges 

thought “reflected the dedication of young people to the sport of 

Surf Life Saving, injecting his obvious enthusiasm for the sport 

into his stories while bringing real colour into his work.” 

Lynda Hallinan spent a day on patrol with the Lifeguards of 

Piha and the judges thought her article “highlighted the work of 

volunteer lifeguards, the rescues and the near death experiences 

through some colourful and insightful writing.”

BP Surf Rescue of the Year

On January 10 2006, Climatech 

Regional Lifeguards patrolling South 

Piha Beach were managing a large 

crowd of 120 swimmers on a very 

hot and sunny day. Surf conditions 

were four metres and Lifeguards were 

kept busy keeping people between 

the flags using IRBs and Lifeguards 

swimming with rescue tubes.

At midday Lifeguards spotted a 

surfer in difficulty and went to his 

aid. As they were attending to him 

the largest surf of the day swept 

through the flagged area and pulled 

seven swimmers out of the flags 

and into a rip near Lion Rock. All 

seven swimmers were pulled around 

the front of Lion Rock, becoming 

exposed to the massive ocean swells. 

The Lifeguards launched three IRBs 

to the scene and made contact with 

SurfCom (radio base) to dispatch the 

Westpac Rescue Helicopter.

While the IRBs went out to Lion 

Rock, Patrol Captain Duncan Clarke 

closed the flagged area of the beach, 

encouraging people to stay out of the 

water and remain safe.

On approaching Lion Rock the 

Lifeguards were confronted with 

large crashing surf and seven 

swimmers in various locations and 

states of distress, many of them 

being thrown against the rocks.

Discovering one of the swimmers 

face down in the water, an IRB 

crew picked him up and returned 

him to the beach. Resuscitation 

commenced and after some time 

the patient was revived and taken 

by Westpac Rescue Helicopter 

to hospital where he made a full 

recovery.

All of the swimmers were retrieved 

from the surf and safely brought 

back to the beach. The fact the 

Lifeguards managed to keep over 

1,000 beach-goers safe and out 

of the water while the rescue was 

happening was testament to their 

management skills and forward 

thinking.

“The actions of the Lifeguards on 

duty were exceptional,” said SLSNZ 

CEO, Geoff Barry. “They showed 

complete professionalism in an 

extremely stressful situation. Their 

quick actions and the procedures 

they followed certainly prevented 

multiple tragedies at Piha that day.”

The incident was captured by 

camera and aired on television as 

part of Piha Rescue. 
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Murray Haxton QSM

IN FeBRuARY SuRF LIFe SAvINg IN 
New ZeALAND LoST oNe oF ITS MoST 
LoveD AND INFLueNTIAL FIguReS 
with the death of Murray ‘haCko’ 
HAxToN. He wAS 75.

Born in Masterton in 1931, Haxton received his surf medallion at aged 16 soon after joining the Maranui 

Club in Wellington in 1947. A huge career followed that saw him recognised as a Life Member of his 

Club in 1985, Wellington District in 1989 and New Zealand in 1982.

He was a former President of Surf Life Saving New Zealand. He won three consecutive Open Surf Race 

titles at the New Zealand Championships from 1952 to 1954, a feat only equalled in recent years by Cory 

Hutchings (1999-2001) and Glenn Anderson (2002-07).

He competed for New Zealand at the 1956 Melbourne Olympics when Surf Lifesaving was a 

demonstration sport, winning a bronze and sliver medal. A Coastguard rescue skipper, Haxton was also 

involved in the Wahine disaster in 1968; reportedly plucking survivors of the Wellington ferry capsize out 

of the freezing water on his surf ski wearing nothing but shorts and a rugby jersey.

He was inducted into the SLSNZ Hall of Fame in 1992 and two years later left his beloved Maranui 

Club to move to Whakatane. He settled in Te Puke in 2001. In recognition of his years of service to the 

community, Haxton was awarded the Queen’s Service Medal (QSM) in 2006. 

Surf Life Saving New Zealand Chief Executive Geoff Barry said Haxton’s stature within the sport was 

obvious at the Lion Foundation Surf League in February where the majority of competitors wore black 

arm-bands and a minutes silence was observed. 

“Hacko cast a large shadow over our service and sport for more than half a century and was an 

unswerving servant to it,” Barry said. “He was a passionate supporter of lifesaving and water safety and 

his passing leaves us all the poorer. A lot of people within Surf Life Saving have been influenced by him 

and he will be sorely missed.”
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Honours and Awards 
2006

New Zealand Honours

Bryan Heron MNZM

Life Memberships

Dennis Hall 

Russell Hodder  

Bob Rogers

Distinguished Service Award

Vic Harvey  

John McMillan 

Marilyn Moffatt  

Jim Warwick  

Leon Peters  

Brett Leask

Service Award

Gregory Bevan 

Glenys Clements 

Mike Kirwood 

Heather Kohn 

Graeme Newton 

David Price 

Lynn Robertson 

Frances Russell  

Marilyn Moffat  

Jim Warwick 

Lindsay Sneddon 

Graeme Trevor 

Gavin Vanner 

Colin Weatherall

Fifty Year Service Badge

Brian Webber 

Red Varcoe 

Betty Smith 

Rex Redfern 

Dick Pocock 

Colin McFadden 

Garry Mace 

Robert King  

John Fogarty 

Donald Cutler 

Russell Hodder 

Jocelyn Wright-Newport 

Richard McAllister

 

2006 DHL Instructor/ 
examiner of the Year

Paul Carlyon 

2006 DHL volunteer of the Year

Nicole Evans 

2006 dhL official of the year

John Hook 

2006 dhL Coach of the year

Vaughan Skiffington 

2006 DHL International  
Performance of the Year

Morgan Foster

gudsell Trophy

The Gudsell Trophy is awarded to the Club which 

gains the most Surf Lifeguard Awards in a year

Piha SLSC

London Trophy

The London Trophy is awarded to the Club which 

gains the most Surf Lifeguard and Instructor 

Awards per number of members

Maranui SLSC

NZLgB District Patrol of the Year

SLS Northern Region Orewa SLSC  

SLS Bay of Plenty Whangamata SLSC 

SLS Gisborne Midway SLSC 

SLS Hawkes Bay Westshore SLSC  

SLS Taranaki East End SLSC and NPOB SLSC 

SLS Western Districts Otaki SLSC 

SLS Wellington Paekakariki SLSC 

SLS Canterbury Taylors Mistake SLSC 

SLS Otago Brighton SLSC 

National recognition
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Brent is a fantastic embodiment of Surf Life Saving New Zealand’s slogan 
“in it for life.” His commitment to not only continually upskill himself but 
also impart his knowledge to Paekakariki’s young rookie Lifeguards saw him 
awarded the NZLgB Lifeguard of the Year Award in September, one of Surf 
Life Saving New Zealand’s most prestigious awards.

During the season Brent undertook a range of tasks aimed at improving the volunteer lifeguard services provided by 

the Paekakariki Club. For Brent it was about improvement across every aspect of the Club, from the first aid treatment 

facilities to the skills and training of fellow Club members.

brent harvey 
paekakariki surf life saving club
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Paekakariki Surf Life Saving Club is one of six Surf Life Saving Clubs 

in the Wellington District. Paekakariki’s strength lies with a dedicated 

membership and Brent Harvey exemplifies this.

although a small Club, 
Paekakariki is one of the most 
prominent in wellington 
and in September 2006 was 
awarded the top patrolling 
Club in the region.

Brent’s skills and knowledge have also made him a valuable voice within the 

Wellington District. As a member of the Wellington Lifeguard Advisory Committee 

Brent was instrumental in setting up the mobile patrol operation for inner city 

Wellington beaches.  

“Brent’s commitment and dedication to surf lifesaving is outstanding,” says Surf Life 

Saving New Zealand’s CEO. “He is involved in every facet of Surf Life Saving at Club 

and District level; he is a member who takes great pride in the quality of service he 

provides to the movement.”


